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Abstract

We show that the effect of eviction threats on unobservable investment effort can be positive. We

demonstrate this apparently counter-intuitive result in a model of tenancy where investment by a

tenant in the current period raises the chances of doing well in the next period, and therefore

retaining the job in the period after next period. If the tenant earns rents, the landlord can partly

substitute eviction threats for the crop share as an incentive device. This makes it more attractive for

him to elicit investment effort. However, there is a direct negative effect of eviction threats on the

tenant’s discount factor. We find conditions under which the former effect dominates and eviction

threats can increase investment incentives.
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1. Introduction

One of the least controversial propositions in economics is that well-defined and secure

property rights are important for encouraging investment.1 In the context of agricultural

tenancy, it is widely believed that tenants who have secure tenure will tend to invest more

in the land, which seems to be a straightforward corollary of this proposition.2 In fact, most
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1 See North (1990) for a persuasive statement of this view. Besley (1995) provides a formal analysis of how

improved property rights in land provides better investment incentives, and finds evidence for this using micro-

level data from Ghana.
2 This, for example, is the shared view of Johnson (1950) and Myrdal (1968), two economists with very

different views on the effect of sharecropping on incentives to provide effort.
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tenancy laws have security of tenure as one of their main components (see Appu, 1975;

Hossain, 1982).

Yet, if one takes the point of view of optimal contracting, it is not clear why the

landlord would choose to offer insecure tenure if it is bad for investment incentives.

Indeed, there is considerable evidence showing that the landlord–tenant relationship is

typically a complex long-term informal contract with eviction threats often explicitly used

as an incentive device.3 Moreover, if insecure tenure takes the form of long-term contracts

with explicit performance-contingent firing threats, is it necessarily true that they are

always bad for investment incentives?

In this paper we address these questions by analyzing a simple dynamic model of

tenancy where the tenant chooses an unobservable action that raises the probability of high

output in the next period. We will call this action investment effort as distinct from current

effort, the latter being an unobservable action that raises the probability of high output in

the current period.4 We assume that the tenant is risk neutral but there is limited liability.

So other than the fact that effort in our model affects output in the next period as opposed

to the current period, the framework is very similar to models of sharecropping with

limited liability.5 Because of limited liability, the tenant must be given a minimum income

level each period. Since output can be high or low, the landlord faces a trade-off between

rent extraction and incentive provision. A fixed rent contract which is independent of

realized output is good for incentives but because of limited liability, the rent that the

landlord can charge in this manner would typically be low. A contract that charges a higher

rent from the tenant when output is high (a sharecropping contract is one example) will be

better from the point of view of extracting rents from the tenant, but it will come at the cost

of some efficiency, as the tenant will supply a lower level of investment effort.

Given that the tenant typically earns some rents in such environments, the landlord can

use eviction threats as an additional incentive device as in models with current effort (see

Dutta et al., 1989; Banerjee et al., 2002). However, since the result of investment is

realized with a one period lag, if the tenant is evicted with some probability during this

period, he is going to enjoy only a fraction of the benefits from this investment in expected

terms. Other things being the same, this would cause the tenant to supply a lower level of

investment effort for the same crop share and this is precisely the reason why security of

tenure is thought to be good for investment. But there is another, potentially positive,

effect of eviction threats on investment that is not well recognized in the literature.

Investment in period t raises the chances of doing well in period t + 1 and hence retaining

the job and continuing to earn the rents enjoyed by an incumbent tenant in period t + 2, just

like current effort in period t + 1. The prospect of losing these rents if he is fired, would, all
3 Banerjee et al. (2002) report evidence from a survey of 48 villages in West Bengal in 1995. They found that

80% of the tenants reported that landlords in their village had used eviction threats and 30% reported that they or

their fathers were actually threatened. The reasons cited for the use of eviction threats include both low production

(in 40% of the cases) and disputes with the landlord (in 55% of cases).
4 Examples of such investments are experimentation with new techniques, care and maintenance of the land,

or use of manure the effect of which lasts more than one period. In contrast examples of investments which are

observable are installing irrigation equipment, building soil partitions, and planting trees.
5 See, for example, Shetty (1988), Dutta et al. (1989), Mookherjee (1997), Ray and Singh (2001), and

Banerjee et al. (2002).
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else being the same, cause the tenant to supply the same level of investment effort for a

lower crop share in period t.

Our premise is that the landlord recognizes both these effects of eviction when he

chooses the contract he offers the tenant and moreover that he has enough commitment

power that he can, if needed, promise the tenant full security of tenure (or any other

probability of eviction) even in the absence of a law. Our first result shows that it is indeed

possible that there is more investment when the landlord is allowed to make use of the

option of using eviction as a threat. Our second result then shows that in this particular

environment, allowing eviction threats does not always increase investment (since the

landlord sometimes chooses not to use them) but it never leads to less investment. This is

not obvious, since it could be that the landlord chooses to use the extra leeway provided to

him by making eviction possible to extract more rents from the tenant at the cost of

lowering investment. The reason why this does not happen is because eviction threats are

most effective at high levels of investment. When the level of investment effort is high, the

tenant is more likely to keep the job and enjoy the fruits of his investment, and also, the

discounted value of expected rents in the relationship increases.

Our paper is related to the large theoretical literature on agricultural tenancy (see Singh,

1989 for a review of this literature). The main focus of this literature has been the optimal

choice of the contractual form under various types of informational imperfections and

transactions costs, and the productivity implications of these optimal contractual choices.

In contrast, our paper focuses on two aspects of the tenancy relationship that have received

relatively less attention. First, we focus on the dynamic problem of trying to elicit non-

observable inputs whose effects are realized with a lag (i.e., investment effort as opposed

to current effort). Second, we analyze the role of eviction threats as a possible contractual

instrument in this environment.

Several papers have dealt with the question of ‘‘technology choice’’ (e.g., the decision

to adopt high-yield variety seeds) as opposed to the supply of effort within the context of

tenancy.

Braverman and Stiglitz (1986) consider a situation where a landlord is deciding whether

to adopt a new technology and address the question if tenancy can be inimical to adoption

of new technology. They show, building on an argument originally due to Bhaduri (1973),

that even though the technology would have been adopted under the first-best, and is itself

contractible, it may not be adopted under the second-best. If there is moral hazard in the

effort supply decision of the tenant, adopting a new technology could raise agency costs

and therefore hurt the private profits of the landlord.

Several other papers (Basu, 1992; Sengupta, 1997; Ghatak and Pandey, 2000) consider

an environment where it is the tenant who makes the technology choice, and furthermore

this choice is not observable to the landlord. In the presence of limited liability, the tenant

will have an incentive to choose risky technologies since he is protected against downside

risk, which is borne solely by the landlord. Hence, a contract that reduces the tenant’s

marginal return from high outputs, such as a sharecropping contract, will have the

advantage of discouraging risk-taking but it will also reduce the incentive to supply

effort. While adoption of technology can be interpreted as a form of investment, these

models have no dynamic element that separates the time when the costs are incurred and

the time when the benefits are realized, and this element is crucial to our argument.
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Existing models of tenancy that involve eviction threats as an incentive device to elicit

current effort either leave out unobservable investment (e.g., Dutta et al., 1989) or argue

that there is a trade-off between the role of eviction in encouraging more current effort by

the tenant and the possibility that it may discourage investment effort (e.g., Bardhan, 1984;

Banerjee et al., 2002). Both Bardhan (1984) and Banerjee et al. (2002) use two period

models and therefore do not capture the effect emphasized in this paper.

Two papers that deal with the problem of eliciting investment effort in a dynamic

framework and in that sense are most closely related to our paper are by Ray (2002) and

Bose (1993).

Ray (2002) deals with contractible investment in a dynamic model. He considers the

problem that the tenant might over-exploit the land to maximize current profits, or might

under-supply productivity enhancing investments in land having a shorter time-horizon

than the landlord. He shows that the first-best can be achieved by a suitable share-contract

which by dampening incentives to maximize current profits addresses the first problem,

and a suitable cost-sharing rule which can address the second problem. Our paper deals

with non-contractible investment, and also the role of eviction threats which the above-

mentioned paper does not consider.

Bose (1993) deals with non-contractible investment in a dynamic model. The utility

function of the tenant is assumed to be concave in consumption and in order to induce him

to supply unobservable investment inputs, the landlord can try to influence his rate of time

preference. One way of doing this is to make the tenant’s payoff in the investment stage

large, which by reducing his marginal utility of current consumption relative to future

consumption, will increase investment incentives. The problem is, the tenant will have an

incentive to quit the relationship. To the extent long-term credit contracts can be better

enforced than long-term tenancy contracts, the landlord might achieve the same result by

offering loans at lower than the market rate to the tenant. The tenant’s consumption will

decline over time to the subsistence level, but as he has an outstanding debt at each point

of time, he cannot quit. In our paper the utility function of the tenant is linear in

consumption (although there is a limited liability constraint) and so the kind of strategies

considered in this paper cannot be applied. Instead, as the tenant earns rents, eviction

threats can be used as an alternative incentive device. This is in clear contrast to the

abovementioned paper where the tenant would like to quit but cannot because of his debt

obligations to the landlord.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes the model; Section 3 briefly

describes the first-best (full information and full commitment) allocation as a benchmark;

Section 4 presents our analysis of the model and reports the main results; the welfare

implications are discussed in Section 5, and in Section 6 we conclude with a brief

discussion of the implications of our analysis for tenancy reform. Some technical proofs

are presented in the Appendix.
2. The model

There is a plot of farm land owned by an infinitely lived landlord who cannot

cultivate it himself. In each period, he employs exactly one tenant to crop the land.
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There is a large population of identical infinitely lived tenants who are all willing to

work for the landlord as long as he pays them their outside option (or, reservation

payoff) in that period, which we normalize to 0. We assume that the landlord can

replace one tenant with another without any cost and as a result firing threats are

credible on the part of the landlord. The landlord and the tenants share the same

discount factor d < 1.
Output on the farm takes two values, 1 and 0. To focus on the main question of interest,

we assume that the probability of high output depends only on investment effort supplied

in the previous period. Formally, the probability of high output in period t is

p̃(kt�1)=p+kt�1 where kt�1 denotes the amount of investment effort supplied in period

t�1 and pa(1/2, 1). We assume that kt�1 can take three values, 0, x and 2x where x>0.We

will refer to these effort levels as zero, low and high. Let the cost of supplying investment

effort at the level kt�1 be denoted by the function c(kt�1). We assume c(0)=0, c(x)=c>0 and

c(2x)=sc. We also assume that sz 2, which implies that the cost function is (weakly)

convex in the investment effort levels. To ensure that the probability of high output is less

than 1, we assume

pþ 2x < 1:

Notice that this assumption puts an upper bound on the value of the parameter x,

namely x < (1� p)/2).

The effect of investment is assumed to last for just one period and then disappear.

Adding persistence would add technical complications without any change in the basic

intuition. Even if the tenant does not supply any investment effort, he has to supply some

contractible labor inputs for production to take place and in this case, the probability of

high output is p̃ = p. To minimize notation we set the cost of supplying this contractible

labor input to 0.

Tenants have no wealth, and there is a limited liability constraint which requires that a

tenant’s payoff in any state of the world has to be non-negative. If the limited liability

constraint does not bind the first-best outcome can be achieved given the assumption of

risk neutrality. For example, if the tenant is sufficiently wealthy and the landlord can

commit to a sequence of fixed rent contracts, this can be achieved. Alternatively, in this

case the landlord can sell off the plot of land to the tenant.6

Consistent with the assumption that there are many potential tenants and one

landlord, we will focus on the equilibrium which maximizes the landlord’s per-period

profits. In this game the landlord has no reason to discriminate among those who are

not working for him in the current period. Therefore, if and when he decides to get a

new tenant, he can simply choose randomly from among those who are not working

for him currently (here we make use of assumption that there are many potential

tenants; otherwise the landlord would only randomize among those who have never

worked for him).
6 Even if the tenant is not wealthy, if sufficiently strong non-monetary punishments for failure are possible,

then the first-best can be attained.
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3. A benchmark: the contractible investment case

Suppose that investment effort is observable, and also that the landlord can commit to

make a payment to the tenant conditional on it being supplied. In this case the low effort

level will be preferred to the zero effort level if and only if

dðpþ xÞ � czdp

or

cVdx:

Similarly, the high effort level will be preferred to the low effort level if and only if:

dðpþ 2xÞ � sczdðpþ xÞ � c

or,

ðs � 1ÞcVdx:

Since by assumption sz 2, the second condition implies the first condition. We assume

that the high effort level would be elicited when investment effort is contractible:

ðs � 1Þ c

dx
V1: ðAssumption 1Þ

This assumption simply says that the marginal cost of the high investment level is not

greater than the discounted value of its expected marginal product.

Given that the landlord has all the bargaining power, he can capture the entire

benefit from the investment by simply paying the tenant the cost of investment.

Therefore, if investment effort is contractible and the landlord can commit to a

contract that stipulates a transfer to the tenant conditional on investment, Assumption

1 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the high investment level to be

undertaken.
4. The non-contractible investment case

Consider now the case where investment effort is subject to moral hazard. To be

able to elicit any investment effort, the landlord has to offer some incentives to the

tenant, i.e., reward the tenant more when output is high than when it is low. Since

output takes two values, the single-period contract maps these output realizations into

monetary rewards for the tenant as well as a probability of continuing in the job for

one more period. In principle the dynamic contract does not have to be a repetition of

the single-period contract. In practice, allowing for this possibility complicates the
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calculations without changing anything substantial. We therefore limit ourselves to the

case where the landlord offers a stationary contract, so that each period looks the same

along the equilibrium path.

4.1. No commitment

We first look at the case where the landlord cannot commit to the next period’s contract.

We do not model why the landlord cannot commit. It could be that the effective discount

factor is too low to take advantage of supergame strategies either because the parties are

impatient or because there are exogenous frictions that lead to breaking up of existing

relationships with high probability. It could also be due to the fact that external

enforcement devices are absent. Finally, the landlord and all his potential tenants could

be playing the ‘‘bad’’ equilibrium of the supergame for some historical reasons. The only

possible equilibrium in this setting is to repeat the one-shot equilibrium and since

investment is sunk one period ahead of time, there is no reason to pay the tenant more

than his outside option in any one-shot equilibrium. Since the tenant knows that he will

just get his outside option whether or not he chooses a positive level of investment, he will

choose not to invest at all. Therefore, if investment effort is non-contractible and if the

landlord cannot commit to the next period’s contract today, then the tenant will not supply

any investment effort.

4.2. Full commitment

Next, let us consider the case where the landlord can commit to a stationary sequence

of contracts which specify both the tenant’s rewards based on whether output is high or

low, (which we denote by h and l) and whether or not he is going be fired if output is low.

Limited liability implies the following constraints: hz 0 and lz 0. It is straightforward to

show that the landlord would never fire the tenant with a positive probability when output

is high. In addition, to simplify matters, we assume that firing the tenant when his output is

low is a 0 or 1 decision. In Section 4.5 we discuss briefly the possibility that the landlord

can fire the tenant with some probability.

Once again we will not model how the landlord is able to commit to this contract. One

possibility is a supergame equilibrium where, after the first time the landlord deviates, the

landlord and his future tenants always play the one-shot equilibrium. Another possibility is

the existence of some external enforcement mechanism.

The timeline is as follows. At the beginning of period t, the investment sunk by the

tenant in period t� 1 is given. Given this, the tenant supplies contractible effort (which

matters for output today) and the level of investment, which determines output in the next

period. After this, today’s output is known and the terms of the contract (namely, how

much income the tenant receives and whether he is retained for the next period) are carried

out.

Since the tenant is risk neutral, there is no potential gain from rewarding him when

output is low, but there is a cost in terms of reducing the incentive to succeed. Also, since

reservation payoff of the tenant is zero the landlord would never want to pay him a

positive amount when he fails. Therefore, l = 0. Since the high level of output is 1 and l= 0,
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we can refer to h as the crop-share of the tenant, and 1� h as the crop share of the

landlord.7

The following simple result will be useful in the subsequent analysis. Let the increase in

the tenant’s payoff when he succeeds compared to when he fails be R. Let V be the tenant’s

lifetime expected payoff in the relationship. If the landlord does not use eviction threats as

an incentive device then R=(h + dV)� (l + dV) = h. If eviction threats are used such that the

tenant is fired with certainty if output is low but retained with certainty if output is high,

then R=(h + dV)� l= h + dV.

Lemma 1. For a given reward from success to the tenant, R, if he prefers k = 2x to k = x,

then he prefers k = x to k = 0.

Proof. See Appendix. 5

The result follows directly from the fact that the tenant’s expected income p̃R is linear

in the level of investment effort, and the cost of effort is (weakly) convex. As a result, if

the high effort level is preferred to the low effort level, the latter must be preferred to the

zero effort level since in both cases the marginal benefit is the same but the marginal cost

is higher in the former case.

4.3. Equilibrium with no eviction threats

Consider first the equilibrium with no eviction. It can be interpreted as a setting where

the landlord chooses to sign a formal contract granting permanent tenure to the tenant, or

one where he is unable to fire him at will because of tenancy laws. The landlord simply

commits to a stationary sequence of success wages, h.

The success wage at which the tenant prefers to choose the high level to the low level of

investment effort is:

dðpþ 2xÞh� sczdðpþ xÞh� c ð1Þ

or

hzðs � 1Þ c

dx
uh̄N :

Similarly, the success wage at which the tenant prefers to choose the low level to the

zero level of investment effort is:

dðpþ xÞh� czdph ð2Þ
7 A clarification is in order about what we mean by fixed-rent or share-cropping contracts in this particular

environment. We could have alternatively talked in terms of linear contracts, where the tenant’s income is sY� r,

with s denoting the crop-share of the tenant and r, a fixed-rent component (which can, in principle, be negative in

which case it is a fixed-wage component) and Ya{0,1} denoting output. Then in terms of current notation

s = h� l and r =� l. As output takes only two values in this model, these two sets of contracts are equivalent. A

fixed rent contract involves h� l = 1 but as the tenant has no wealth l= 0 and so this contract yields zero-profit to

the landlord. That is why one would always observe ‘‘share’’ contracts in this set-up.
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or,

hz
c

dx
uhN :

As sz 2, h
N
z hN with strict inequality holding for s>2. Also, by Assumption 1, the

share of output that the landlord needs to offer to the tenant to elicit the high effort

level,(s� 1)(c/dx), does not exceed 1.

Since giving the tenant a share of output is a costly method to give incentives from the

landlord’s point of view, it may not always be optimal for him to elicit the high investment

effort in the second-best world with moral hazard in investment effort. The landlord will

choose to elicit the high investment effort level if and only if:

dðpþ 2xÞð1� h
N Þzdðpþ xÞð1� hN Þ:

The intuition behind this condition is simple. It is the same as that of a monopsonist

deciding whether to offer a higher per unit price for an input he buys. This will naturally

cut into his profits per unit of the input but it might be worthwhile doing it if the

increased supply of the input allows production to expand sufficiently so as to raise the

level of profits. In this case, a higher input price corresponds to a higher crop-share of

the tenant (with the extra rent being (s� 2)(c/dx)), and an increased supply of the input

that allows output to expand corresponds to a move from the low to the high effort

level.

It is straightforward to check that the above condition is equivalent to a
aðs�1Þ

aðs�1Þþðs�2Þz
(s� 1)(c/dx)where au x

pþx
< 1. Since the left-hand side of this condition is less than 1

(strictly so for s>2) it is possible that a positive level of investment effort will not be

elicited in the presence of moral hazard even though it is efficient to do so in the absence

of moral hazard. In the presence of moral hazard, the tenant has to be given some rents to

supply investment effort. If the tenant was wealthy, making him the full residual claimant

using a fixed rent contract would solve the problem. But given that the tenant has no

money, the only way the landlord can give him incentives is by giving him a share of

output, which is costly from the landlord’s point of view. Therefore, the efficient

investment effort level need not always be elicited.8

If a positive level of investment effort is elicited, the tenant earns rents in the optimal

one-shot contract (recall that his outside option is 0) and so he will want to avoid losing his

position. The landlord could then use the threat of evicting him if output fails to give him

the incentive to invest at a lower cost.9 Can this sometimes be optimal even though firing

threats have a direct negative effect on the tenant’s effective discount factor? We examine

this possibility next.
8 The reasoning here is the same as Mookherjee (1997) and Banerjee et al. (2002) to explain why current

effort will be undersupplied in a model with risk neutrality and limited liability.
9 The landlord can commit to using this threat because he is indifferent between continuing with this tenant

and getting a new one.
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4.4. Equilibrium with eviction threats

Let V(kt� 1) denote the lifetime expected utility of an incumbent tenant at the beginning

of period t. Then

V ðkt�1Þ ¼ max
kt

½ðpþ kt�1Þh� cðktÞ þ dðpþ kt�1V ðktÞ� ð3Þ

That is, given his investment decision in the last period, the tenant succeeds with

probability p + kt� 1 and receives a direct payment of h. In addition, he enjoys the

discounted expected future payoff from staying on in the relationship for one more period.

From this one has to subtract the cost of current investment.

Suppose the tenant chooses the high investment level. Because we focus on stationary

equilibria we can set V(kt� 1) =V(kt) and solve from Eq. (3) the tenant’s stationary lifetime

expected utility as:

V ¼ ðpþ 2xÞh� sc
1� dðpþ 2xÞ : ð4Þ

The success wage of the tenant such that he is indifferent between choosing the high

and the low effort level on the equilibrium path is:10

dðpþ 2xÞ2ðh� dV Þ � sczdðpþ 2xÞðpþ xÞðhþ dV Þ � c ð5Þ

By Lemma 1, for this value of the success wage the tenant would strictly prefer the high

effort level to the zero effort level.

Substituting the value of V given by Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) we get

hz
1� dðpþ 2xÞ

pþ 2x
ðs � 1Þ c

dx
þ dscuh̄E: ð6Þ

Given the limited liability constraint, we must make sure that h>0. This is true, as

s>1,dV 1 and p + 2x < 1.

Similarly, we can find out the minimum success wage the landlord needs to offer to

elicit the low investment level. Now

V ¼ ðpþ xÞh� c

1� dðpþ xÞ :

A.V. Banerjee, M. Ghatak / Journal of Development Economics xx (2004) xxx–xxx10
10 We are using the one-period deviation rule here: the tenant considers the implication of deviating from the

high to the low effort level in the current period only.
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The success wage of the tenant such that he is indifferent between choosing the low

effort level and the zero effort level on the equilibrium path is:

dðpþ xÞ2ðhþ dV Þ � czdðpþ xÞpðhþ dV Þ ð7Þ
or,

hz
1� dðpþ xÞ

pþ x

c

dx
þ dcuhE: ð8Þ

Now we are ready to analyze the main questions of interest. Is it possible for it to be

cheaper for the landlord to elicit investment effort when eviction threats are used? If this is

so, does allowing eviction threats necessarily lead to a higher level of investment effort?

A direct comparison of hN and hE implies that hEV hN if and only if

1

pþ x
V1þ dð1� dxÞ: ð9Þ

We are now ready to prove:

Proposition 1.

(i) For any xa(0, (1� p)/2) there exists d<1 such that for dz d , hEVhN. Conversely,

there exists d0<1 such that for any da(d0, 1) there exists x<(1�p)/2 such that for xzx,

hEVhN.

(ii) If hEVhN, then h̄E=h̄N.

Proof. See Appendix. 5

The first part of the above proposition says that if the tenant is patient enough (d is high

enough) or the marginal product of investment effort (x) is high enough, then the optimal

contract for eliciting the low level of effort involves eviction threats. The intuition for this

result is as follows. If one compares the incentive compatibility constraint for eliciting a

given level of investment effort when eviction threats are used with the one where eviction

threats are not used (e.g., compare Eq. (1) with Eq. (5) or Eq. (2) with Eq. (7)), there are two

main differences. First, when eviction threats are used the tenant is not guaranteed to keep the

job which reduces the tenant’s effective discount factor (i.e., the true discount factor d times

the probability of remaining in the next period, p̃). Other things being the same, this reduces

the incentive to invest for the same crop share. Second, success brings a higher marginal

reward to the tenant compared to failure—he not only gets his success wage, but also the

discounted value of expected future rents in the relationship. If eviction threats are not used,

the tenant enjoys these rents irrespective of whether output is high or low. This second effect

increases the incentive to invest for the same crop share. Making x higher limits the size of

the first effect. Also, for the same crop share, the higher is d and x, the greater is the

discounted value of expected future rents and this increases the size of the second effect.

The second part of the proposition says that if it is cheaper to elicit the low level of

investment effort using eviction threats, then it must be cheaper to elicit the high level of
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investment effort using eviction threats. This result has a simple intuition. A higher level of

investment effort raises the probability of the tenant keeping the job. Also, it raises the

effective discount factor of the tenant and therefore, the discounted value of expected

future rents. Therefore, by the above argument it makes eviction threats more effective as a

source of incentives.

Proposition 1 showed that if the tenant is patient enough or the marginal product of

investment effort is high enough then allowing eviction threats reduces the cost of eliciting

investment effort on the part of the landlord. This raises the question: can giving the

landlord the additional contractual option to evict the tenant hurt efficiency? It is well

known that in models of moral hazard with limited liability, curtailing the set of contracts

the landlord can offer to the tenant may increase efficiency (see Mookherjee, 1997;

Banerjee et al., 2002). Intuitively, in our model, while it should be true that the total cost of

eliciting investment effort goes down for every level of investment effort when eviction

threats are allowed, in principle, the marginal cost of eliciting a higher investment effort

level could go up compared to the regime where eviction threats are not allowed.

However, the following result shows that this is not the case:

Proposition 2. Starting with a situation where eviction threats are not allowed, if they are

allowed, the landlord will never choose to elicit a lower level of investment.

Proof. See Appendix.

If it is costlier to elicit investment effort using eviction threats than without, then the

landlord will not be using them and so allowing eviction threats will not affect the

equilibrium level of investment effort. Suppose it is cheaper to elicit investment effort

using eviction threats. For both eviction and non-eviction regimes, eliciting the higher

investment effort is costlier for the landlord because of the increasing marginal cost of

effort of the tenant. But as we showed in part two of Proposition 1, eviction threats work

better the higher the level of investment as the tenant’s effective discount factor is higher.

This factor tends to reduce the marginal cost of eliciting the high effort level to the

landlord under the eviction regime relative to the no-eviction regime. This, and the fact

that the high output is more likely when the high investment effort is chosen, implies that

the increase in the landlord’s profit from choosing the high investment effort is higher

under the eviction regime.

We conclude this section with a discussion of how these results relate to the literature

on the effect of eviction threats on current effort incentives, and the literature on the

relationship between the labor (or land) market and the credit market, and contracts that

interlink tenancy and credit transactions.

Suppose the benefit of the effort put in by the tenant is realized in the current

period, and not with a lag. This is the case of current effort, and it is well known that

eviction threats will increase current effort in an environment like this (see Dutta et al.,

1989; Banerjee et al., 2002). This is indeed confirmed in our current framework. The

analysis is very similar, but now there is no direct disincentive effect of eviction

threats on the tenant’s effective discount factor. As a result, the only effect of eviction

threats is to allow the landlord to offer a lower success wage to elicit the same effort
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level because now the marginal reward to the tenant from success is higher as he gets

both the success wage, and the discounted value of expected future rents. Moreover,

the higher the effort level is the greater the discounted value of expected future rents is

for the same level of one-period rents, and therefore the marginal cost of eliciting a

higher current effort level is lower with eviction threats than without. As a result,

eviction threats will always be used if available, and allowing them can never reduce

the equilibrium level of effort. In contrast, we showed that in the case of investment

effort eviction threats will be used only when the tenant is patient enough or the

marginal product of investment is high enough. This discussion confirms the intuition

offered by some papers in the context of two-period models (e.g., Bardhan, 1984;

Banerjee et al., 2002) that it is easier to elicit current effort than investment effort

using eviction threats. In both cases eviction threats enable the landlord to reduce the

crop share and makes it more attractive for him to elicit the relevant type of effort. But

in the case of investment effort there is a direct negative effect of eviction threats on

the tenant’s effective discount factor, which is absent in the case of current effort.

Finally, a few words on how the results would be affected by the presence of a

credit market, and whether interlinking tenancy with credit transactions can improve

efficiency. To begin with, it might appear that if there is a perfectly competitive credit

market in which the tenant can participate, perhaps he can buy out the land from the

landlord and that will eliminate all agency costs. As has been pointed out by

Mookherjee (1997), lenders will face the same moral hazard problem relative to the

tenant (unless they have access to better information than the landlord) and so in this

sense, credit markets must be inherently imperfect in this environment. Still, the

presence of a credit market would influence the outside option of the tenant in his

relationship with the landlord, and these kind of inter-market interactions raise many

interesting issues that are beyond scope of this paper.11 As tenants are risk neutral in

our framework, credit transactions with the landlord do not generate any gains from

trade in the form of risk-sharing or consumption-smoothing. However, the landlord

might want to induce the tenant to save (and these can be implemented through some

form of interlinked credit-market transactions), and then use these savings to relax the

limited liability constraint in future periods.12

4.5. Extension: stochastic eviction threats

So far we restricted attention to non-stochastic eviction threats, i.e., if eviction threats

are used at all, the tenant is retained with certainty when output is high and evicted with

certainty when output is low. However, it seems intuitive that the landlord may prefer not
11 Genicot (2002) and Ghatak et al. (2002) are some recent papers that have explored interactions between

the labor and the credit market.
12 For a treatment of repeated moral hazard problems that explores issues relating to availability of credit to

the agent see Chiappori et al. (1994). Mookherjee and Ray (2002) have shown that in the kind of environment we

are looking at, where the principals (here, landlords) have a lot of bargaining power, agents (here, tenants) will not

have any incentive to save on their own since the efficiency gains arising out of these will be appropriated by

landlords. However, unlike the current paper they focus on short-period contracts.
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to always fire the tenant when output is low. This will raise the tenant’s effective discount

factor and enable the landlord to reduce the success wage needed to elicit a desired level of

investment effort. Our basic point that eviction threats can actually enhance investment

incentives would be strengthened if we were to go in this direction. Here we discuss

briefly the possibility of using stochastic eviction threats.

Let /a[0,1] be the probability that the landlord retains the tenant conditional on output

being high and let wa[0,1] be the corresponding probability when output is low. Then the

probability that the tenant retains his job is

/ðpþ kt�1Þ þ wð1� p� kt�1Þ ¼ ð/ � wÞðpþ kt�1Þ þ w:

Therefore we have

V ðkt�1Þ ¼ max
kt

½ðpþ kt�1Þh� cðktÞ þ dfð/ � wÞðpþ kt�1Þ þ wgV ðktÞ�:

Consider the case where the low investment effort is elicited. The same argument

applies for the case where the high investment effort is elicited. Let ku (/�w)( p + x) +w
be the probability that the tenant is retained. Then

V ¼ ðpþ xÞh� c

1� dk
:

The success wage of the tenant such that he is indifferent between choosing the low

effort level and the zero effort level on the equilibrium path is given by the following

incentive–compatibility constraint:

dkfðpþ xÞhþ kdVg � czdk½phþ fð/ � wÞpþ wgdV �:

This simplifies to

hz
c

x

1

1� dw
1� dk

dk
þ dxð/ � wÞ

� �
u

c

x
gð/;wÞ:

Note that if we set / = 1 and w = 0 then the right-hand side equals hE. Similarly, for

/=1 and w=1 the right-hand side equals h N. Earlier we restricted ourselves to

comparing hE with hN only. Now we would like to see if by choosing some other

values of / and w can the landlord achieve a lower value of h needed to elicit the low

investment effort level.

Straightforward algebra shows that g(/, w) is decreasing and convex in / for /a[0,1]

and for any given value of wa[0,1].13 Therefore, the landlord will in fact choose / = 1 as
13 In particular, the first-derivative with respect to f is � 1
ð1�dwÞdk2

½pþ xð1� d2k2Þ� which is negative, and

the second derivative is 2
dð1�dwÞ

1
k3
ðpþ xÞ2, which is positive.
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was assumed earlier. Henceforth, we will assume / = 1. Now we proceed to provide the

following ‘‘local’’ characterization of the choice of w. Suppose hE< hN, which from our

earlier analysis is true if and only if

1

pþ x
V1þ dð1� dxÞ:

In this case, starting with w = 0, would the landlord prefer choosing some positive

value of w? A sufficient condition for the optimal value of w to be positive is for

Bg(/,w)/Bw evaluated at w = 0 and / = 1 to be negative. This condition is, upon

simplification,

1

pþ x
> ð1þ dÞ � d2ð1� dÞxðpþ xÞ:

Notice that (1+d)�d2(1�d)x(p+x)>(1+d)�d2(1�d)x as p+xa(0,1). But as 1+d(1�dx)
<1+d�d2(1�d)x, this condition and the condition 1/(p+x)V1+d(1�dx) cannot hold

simultaneously. Therefore, in the case where hE>hN, evaluated at w = 0, small increases

in w are not worthwhile to the landlord.

Consider now the case where hE>hN, which from our earlier analysis is the case if and

only if

1

pþ x
> 1þ dð1� dxÞ:

In this case, would the landlord prefer choosing some value of w that is lower than

1? A sufficient condition for this is Bg(/,w)/Bw<0 evaluated at w=1 and /=1. This
condition is, upon simplification 1

pþx
z 1

1�dð1�dxÞ. Notice that 1
1�dð1�dxÞ > 1þ dð1� dxÞ as

d(1�dx)a(0,1). Therefore, this condition is consistent with 1
pþx

>1+d(1�dx). Therefore,
in the case where hE>hN (i.e., non-eviction will be chosen in the case of non-stochastic

eviction threats) evaluated at w = 1 (i.e., no eviction) a small reduction in w is

worthwhile to the landlord under some parameter conditions.
5. Welfare

The landlord is always (weakly) better off when eviction threats are permitted—this

introduces the possibility of reducing the amount of money he has to pay to the tenant

to elicit the same level of investment. The welfare implication for the tenant is not

clear. When the level of investment effort is ka{0, x, 2x}, the tenant’s lifetime

expected utility is:

VN ðkÞ ¼ ðpþ kÞhN ðkÞ � cðkÞ
1� d
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when eviction threats are not used, where hN(0) = 0, hN(x) = hN, and hN(2x) = h̄N. If

eviction threats are used, the tenant’s lifetime expected utility is:

VEðkÞ ¼ ðpþ kÞhEðkÞ � cðkÞ
1� dðpþ kÞ

where hE(0) = 0, hE(x) = hE, and hE(2x) = h̄E.

If eviction threats are used, we know from Proposition 2 that the high investment effort

level would be elicited. There are three cases to consider depending on which level of

investment effort is elicited without eviction threats.

First, suppose that the high level of investment is chosen when eviction threats are not

allowed. Since the tenant’s crop share is lower under eviction threats, the tenant has a

lower per-period payoff. Furthermore, his effective discount factor is lower with eviction

threats, so his lifetime expected utility is lower as well. Therefore, the tenant is strictly

worse off if eviction threats are used in this case.

Second, suppose that the low level of investment is elicited when eviction threats are

not allowed. Now the tenant has a lower crop share and a lower effective discount factor

when eviction threats are used, but a higher probability of success compared to when

eviction threats are not used. As a result we cannot say in general whether he is better off

or worse off. However, if the discount factor of the tenant is high enough, the lifetime

expected utility when eviction threats are not used is strictly higher because as d! 1,

VN(x) becomes arbitrarily large, whereas VE(2x) tends to some finite limit.

Third, and finally, if the zero effort level is chosen when eviction threats are not

allowed, then the tenant’s lifetime expected utility is zero, and so he is better off when

eviction threats are used.
6. Conclusion

In this paper we have analyzed a very simple model to demonstrate the possibility that

eviction threats can increase unobservable investment effort. This suggests the conven-

tional (and eminently intuitive) argument that security of tenure is good for investment

should be applied with caution.

More importantly, the analysis implies that policy makers need to be conscious of how

policy interventions interact with existing informal rights. The initial contract faced by the

tenant is not necessarily the equilibrium of the one-shot game between the landlord and the

tenant, i.e., they may be in a repeated relationship. Informal rights are defined by the

properties of this long-term relationship. In the admittedly very specific environment

considered here, banning the right to evict never helps. If the landlord cannot commit to

future streams of payment (i.e., the informal rights of the tenant are weak), then banning

eviction has no effect. With or without the option to use eviction threats, there will be no

investment since the tenant knows that once the investment is sunk, the landlord will

extract all the rents. In the full commitment case, where the landlord can commit to future

contracts (i.e., the informal rights of the tenant are strong) our analysis shows that if
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eviction threats are in fact used in equilibrium, then banning them always reduces

investment and efficiency.

These very definite conclusions do rely on the rather specific structure we impose.

For example, in a model where output depends on both current effort and investment

effort and greater investment increases the marginal product of current effort in the

future, the rents received by the tenant may go up as a result of the investment, which

would give him a reason to invest as long as he has security of tenure. If, in this

environment, the landlord cannot voluntarily commit not to fire the tenant (for

example, because once the investment is sunk, he can sell the land) it may be in

both of their interests to restrict eviction by law.14

However, the broader argument that when informal rights of tenants are strong, policy

interventions may make matters worse does not depend on the specific structure of the

current model. In the literature on the implementation of tenancy laws (see for example,

Appu, 1975) one often hears about ‘‘anticipatory eviction’’ of tenants by the landlord.

Apprehensive of the fact that their tenants could take advantage of newly passed tenancy

laws, landlords sometimes pre-emptively evict them. In a world where landlords are good

at committing to long-term implicit contracts but tenants are not, tenancy laws therefore

create the potential for ‘‘opportunism’’ by the tenant from the point of view of the

landlord, and the resulting outcome may hurt both parties. Whether this bad outcome

actually occurs or not depends on how tight the laws are (e.g., whether they have

loopholes such as those that allow the landlord to withdraw leased out land for ‘‘personal

cultivation’’), and the implementation process.

It is important to stress that our results do not imply that laissez faire is always the best

option even within the world of our model, and even when the informal rights of the tenant

are strong. The source of inefficiency in this model is the following: given that the tenant

has no wealth, the only way the landlord can extract some surplus from him is to take a

share of output, but this diminishes investment incentives. Therefore, a policy that not only

restricts eviction but also puts a ceiling on the share of output that the landlord can claim as

rent, will help promote investment.15 Many successful tenancy reform programs (e.g.,

Taiwan, the Philippines, and the Indian states of Kerala and West Bengal) indeed do

combine these elements.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. If ðpþ 2xÞR� sczðpþ xÞR� c then xRz (s� 1)c. As sz 2, we get

xRz c which can be rewritten as: ðpþ xÞR� czpR: 5

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) The right-hand side of Eq. (9) is a strictly increasing and

concave function of d for da[0,1]. For d = 0, the left-hand side exceeds the right-hand side.
But for d = 1, the right-hand side exceeds the left-hand side. This is because the relevant

inequality 1
pþx

< 2� x is equivalent to (2p� 1) + x{2� ( p+ x)}>0 which holds as p>1/2,

x>0 and p + x < 1 by assumption. Therefore, by continuity there exists da(0,1) defined by

the equation

1

pþ x
¼ 1þ df1� dxg: ð10Þ

such that for dz d the condition (9) is satisfied. Clearly, d depends on x. Given that the

above equation is a quadratic in d we can solve explicitly for the two roots:

d ¼
1F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4x

1

pþ x
� 1

� �s

2x
:

By assumption p + 2x < 1 and p>1/2 which implies x < 1/4. Also, 1/(p + x) cannot exceed 2

(as x>0 and p>1/2 by assumption) and so 1/(p + x)� 1 < 1. These two observations imply

that 1>4x(1/(p + x)� 1) and so both roots are real. Moreover, as 2x < 1, only the smaller

root is relevant because the larger root is greater than 1. The lower root is obviously

positive. The condition for it being less than 1, after some simplification, is x + 1/

(p+ x) < 2. By a previous argument, x < 1/4 and by assumption, p>1/2. Given this, it is

straightforward to check that for all xa(0, 1/4) the left-hand side of this inequality is less

than the right-hand side. Therefore, for any given x there is a d(x)a(0,1) such that d = d(x)
condition (9) is satisfied. This proves the first part of Proposition 1, part (i).

To prove the second part of Proposition 1, part (i) we first establish that d(x) is

decreasing in x. Totally differentiating both sides with respect to x, we get

fdðxÞg2 � 1

ðpþ xÞ2
¼ f1� 2xdðxÞg ddðxÞ

dx
:

As {d(x)}2 < 1 < (1/( p+ x)2) and 1� 2xd(x)>0 (as d(x) < 1, and x < 1� p < (1/2), d(x) is
decreasing in x. Let d ((1� p)/2)u d0. Recall that by the proof of the first part of

Proposition 1 (part (i)), dz d0 is equivalent to the condition that the right-hand side of Eq.

(9) is greater than the left-hand side for x=(1� p)/2. Now consider a particular value of d,
say d1. By our earlier argument, there is a unique value of x, say x1 < (1� p)/2 such that

d1 = d(x1) and for x = x1 and d = d1 Eq. (10) is satisfied. Since x1 < ((1� p)/2), d1>d0 as d(x)
is decreasing. We would like to show that for higher values of x, holding d = d1, the
inequality (Eq. (9)) will continue to be satisfied. Notice that the left-hand side of Eq. (9) is

a monotonically decreasing and convex function of x while the right-hand side is a

decreasing linear function of x. However, for all xa(0, (1� p)/2) the slope of the left-hand
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side with respect to x, namely, � 1/( p + x)2, is greater in absolute value than the slope of

theright-handsidewithrespecttox,namely, � d2,asd < 1 < 1/( p + x).Thereforeholdingd = d1,
d = d1, the inequality (Eq. (9)) will be satisfied for xz x1. From this we can conclude that

for any given da(d0, 1) there exists a critical value of x, xa(0, (1� p)/2) such that the

right-hand side exceeds the left-hand side for all xz x. This proves the second part of

Proposition 1, part (i).

(ii) Recall that the condition hN� hEz 0 is equivalent to the inequality (Eq. (9)) being

satisfied. From Eqs. (5) and (7), h̄E � hE ¼ c½d � 1
dðpþxÞðpþ2xÞ� þ ðs � 2Þ½ cdx ð 1

pþ2x
� dÞ þ dc�

and from Eqs. (1) and (2), h̄N � hN ¼ ðs � 2Þ c
dx > 0. Therefore, ðh̄E � hEÞ � ðh̄N � hN Þ ¼

c½d � 1
dðpþxÞðpþ2xÞ� þ ðs � 2Þ c

dx ½ 1
pþ2x

� f1þ dð1� dxÞg� . Notice that the first term is

negative as dV1 < 1
dðpþxÞðpþ2xÞ. Also, the second term is negative since we assume that

Eq. (9) is satisfied and 1
pþ2x

< 1
pþx

: Therefore, h̄E� hEV h̄N� hN, which can be rearranged

as hN� hEV h̄N� h̄E. Therefore, if hN� hEz 0, then h̄N� h̄Ez 0. 5

Proof of Proposition 2. A direct comparison of h̄N and h̄E implies that h̄EV h̄N if and only

if

1

pþ 2x
V1þ dð1� s

s � 1
dxÞ: ð11Þ

From the proof of part (ii) of Proposition 1, if Eq. (9) is satisfied (which is equivalent to

hE� hNV 0), then Eq. (11) is satisfied (which is equivalent to h̄E� h̄NV 0).Therefore, we

need to consider three cases.

First, if Eq. (11) is not satisfied then it is costlier to elicit both the low and the high

levels of investment effort using eviction threats and so they will not be used in

equilibrium. In this case, allowing eviction threats will not change anything.

Second, suppose Eq. (11) is satisfied but Eq. (9) is not. Clearly, the only change

that could possibly take place if eviction threats are allowed is that the high investment

effort is chosen.

Third, and finally, suppose Eq. (9) is satisfied so that it is cheaper to elicit both the low

and the high investment effort levels using eviction threats. The landlord’s marginal gain

from choosing the higher investment effort when eviction threats are permitted is

d ð1� h̄EÞðpþ 2xÞ � ð1� hEÞðpþ xÞ
� �

:

Without eviction threats, it is

d ð1� h̄N Þðpþ 2xÞ � ð1� hN Þðpþ xÞ
� �

:

We show that the former is higher when Eq. (9) is satisfied. Rearranging terms,

the relevant inequality is (h̄N� h̄E) ( p + 2x)z (hN� hE)( p + x). Since we show above

(h̄E�hE)�(h̄N�hN)V 0, or, (h̄N� h̄E)z (hN� hE), this inequality holds if Eq. (9) is

satisfied. 5
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